
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

VEST INSTRUCTION

1.Place vest strap over your neck. 

2.Fasten buckle in the back. 
Tighten straps to secure vest.

FRONT BACK

Switch the vest on and it will cycle through different colors. 
Use the gun to shoot the vest with 1 shot and the vest will turn 
the color of your team.  The vest is now assigned to your team.
See pairing diagram on the right.

Aim and shoot at an opponent’s gun or vest to register
a hit.  Once hit, the health points counter will reduce 
accordingly and the gun/vest will vibrate and emit a 
sound. Each life indicator will show a different level 
of health (See Health points counter diagram). 

Use a screwdriver to remove the
battery cover

Insert 3 AAA batteries(not included). 
Make sure the batteries are inserted 
with the correct polarity.

Replace the battery cover.

BACK

BLUE TEAM 

Pairing diagram

BLUE TEAM 

GUN OPERATION INSTRUCTION

LASER TAG

Switch the gun on( It will play the start sound and team light will flash different color).  The gun will default to 
Single shot. 

Team selection of gun: Press the team selection button to 
toggle between teams. There are 4 colors to represent 
possible teams – blue, red, green or white. You cannot shoot
your own team. A player cannot change teams during a game.

RESET GUN & VEST 

A player cannot change teams or reset a gun during a game.

Press the team selection button to change your team before a game.

To reset a gun/vest, switch the gun/vest off and on.

TEAM INDICATOR / INFRARED RECEIVER

LIFE INDICATOR

POWER SWITCH

BATTERY COVER
VEST

LIFE INDICATORS: EACH LIFE INDICATOR REPRENTS 3 HEALTH POINTS (FOR A TOTAL OF 9 OR 12)

 LOW BATTERY: ALL LIFE INDICATORS WILL FLASH SLOWLY TO INDICATE THAT THE GUN / VEST 
HAS LOW BATTERY

MAX SHOOTING RANGE: 40M
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Laser gun Machine gun Plasma gunSingle shot

Gun modes and shots selection: Press button (FIRES) to toggle between 4 gun modes: 
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Health points counter diagram
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Use a screwdriver to remove the
battery cover

Insert 3 AAA batteries(not included). 
Make sure the batteries are inserted 
with the correct polarity.

Replace the battery cover.
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Shorter firing
range

Using the laser tag in strong sunlight. Block sunlight or play in an area without 
strong sunlight.
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SAFETY AND WARNING INFORMATION

TROUBLE SHOOTING

BATTERY INSTALLATION

There are 2 ways to play (See below diagrams). 

LIFE INDICATOR
POWER SWITCH

INFRARED
EMISSION

INFRARED
RECEIVER

SELECT TEAM 

SELECT GUN

TRIGGER RELOAD

TEAM LIGHT

HORN

Do not mix alkaline standard (carbon zinc) and rechargeable (nickel hydride) batteries.
Do not mix old and new batteries.
Non-rechargeable batteries should not be charged.
Rechargeable batteries should be charged under adult supervision only.
Exhausted batteries should be removed.
Batteries should be inserted with the correct polarity.
The supply terminal should not be short-circuited.
Do not put batteries next to or in a heat source (fire, electronic heating device, etc.)
Do not hit guns and vests against hard objects.
Do not expose any parts of the set to water or other moisture.
Caution: use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those specified herein may 
result in hazardous radiation exposure.

Health points of the gun and the vest are calculated 
independently. Gun has 3 life indicators=9 health 
points, vest has 4 life indicators=12 health points.
When all lives reaches 0, all indicators will be dark and 
then flash, you will be unable to fire anymore.

PLAY 1: Gun & Vest Battle
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PLAY 2: Gun VS. Gun Battle

BLUE TEAM

RED TEAM


